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Abstract The data sparsity and prediction quality are recognized as the key challenges

in the existing recommender Systems. Most of the existing recommender systems

depend on collaborating flitering (CF) method which mainly leverages the user-item

rating matrix representing the relationship between users and items. However, the

CF-based method sometimes fails to provide accurate information for predicting rec-

ommendations as there is an assumption that the relationship between attributes of

items is independent and identically distributed. In real applications, there are often

several kinds of coupling relationships or connections existed among users or items.

In this paper, we incorporate the coupling relationship analysis to capture the under-

discovered relationships between items and aim to make the ratings more reasonable.

Next, we propose a neighborhood-based matrix factorization model, which considers

both the explicit and implicit correlations between items, to suggest the more rea-

sonable items to user. The experimental evaluations demonstrate that the proposed

algorithms outperform the state-of-the-art algorithms in the warm- and cold-start

settings.
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1 Introduction

Recommender system (RS) is an important way to deal with the problem of information

overload since it applies information filtering approaches for providing proposals for

users that are suitable to their favors and tastes [1]. However, most of the existing RS

perform not very well because they suffer from problems of cold start and sparsity

caused by the massive growth of new items participation with no ratings. As a result,

the magnitude of user/item vector could not be properly learned due to the lack of

information. However, the decision-making quality of the recommender system always

depends on the rating data from the users in real applications.

To deal with problem mentioned above, researchers eliciting complementary infor-

mation tend to achieve high quality recommendations and its evolution are investigated

from various perspectives, such as Tags [2], location information [3]. Also, there is

a wealth of literatures in this area takes accounts of social friendship [4,5] while the

social friendship is not always available. Furthermore, it is commonly centralized on

affiliation recommendation, rarely the item recommendation in the previous study. For

this reason, our approach applies the association rules of items’ attributes to estab-

lish the relationship between items. Foregone literature is abundant in studies about

context-aware approaches, little has been done on the premise that the attributes are

i.i.d. (identically and independent distributed), the aspect of interactions and connec-

tions among them has not attract much attentions. It should be pointed out that the

traditional recommender systems usually neglect the attributes correlations (including

explicit or implicit connections). In contrast, the attributes are coupled (such as intra-

relationship within the attribute items and inter-relationship across the attribute items)

in real applications. Based on this intuition, both coupling relationships between the

attributes of items and user-item rating matrix should be taken into account to facilitate

the recommendation accuracy. These attributes of items can be leveraged to alleviate

the cold-start problem when the ratings are sparse.

Based on the ideas mentioned above, an illustration of a movie recommendation

problem in coupling relationship can be found in Fig. 1. For example, the attributes

“director”, “artists”, and “genre” are consisted of the attributes of a movie. Different

director, actor and genre jointly form the corresponding attribute values. Through the

view recordings of each user can offer the information of relevant attribute values, it

can establish different movies’ correction by the similarity of attribute values, which

are often coupled together and serve as an extra source which can provide more

information to indicate why the user gives the rating.

The main reason of the problems is that the traditional recommendation strategies

such as collaborative filtering (CF) generally depend on user-item rating matrix, which

is usually partially filled. Latent factor models, such as matrix factorization (MF),

attempt to explain the ratings by transforming both items and users to the same latent

factor space. MF models are effective at apprising structure which relates to most or

all items simultaneously.

This paper is prominently improved by considering of Coupled Attribute Value

Similarity. In addition, item coupling process extraordinary explanatory of the existing

ratings based on the empirical evidence. Therefore, combining the relevance can be

potentially utilized in RS.
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Fig. 1 A sample of the movie database

This paper enlightened by previous studies such as [5] and [6]. We present an effort

to exploit the CF problem with the ratings and combination the inter relation of items.

The key contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We extend the item-coupling analysis method to reveal the implicit relationship

between items, which enable them to effectively deal with sparse datasets;

• We focus on inferring the implicit relationship from the item coupling relationship

combined with user’s subjective preferences rating scale into matrix factorization

learning model;

• We conduct an extensive experimental study on two real data sets and show that

the proposed methods outperform three state-of-the-art methods for item-cold start

recommendation.

The structure of the remnant of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

overviews some classical related work. Section 3 describes the item coupling rela-

tionship analysis method. Section 4 explains and analyzes the coupling Item-based

MF model while Sect. 5 presents our experimental results.

2 Related Work

In this section, we review some classical approaches which mainly include collabora-

tive filtering (CF) and content-based (CB) techniques in Recommender Systems.
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With the emerging of CF [1,7] in the RS field, it achieved a great accomplishment

since CF methods are domain independent and only rely on historical user record with-

out demanding the establishment of explicit profiles, as well as seizing the abstruse and

difficult to profile by other means. CF method is most adept with detecting relation-

ships between items or, alternatively, between users for generating recommendations.

CF can be further categoried into the neighborhood-based and model-based meth-

ods.

In recent years, the neighborhood-based techniques have been effectively deployed

and widely investigated by several researches. Neighborhood-based methods also

involved user-oriented [8] and item-oriented approaches [9]. User-oriented methods

mainly discern like-minded users with the similar historical actions or ratings, while

item-oriented methods estimate unknown ratings on the basis of similar items that

tend to be rated resemblance. User-oriented and item-oriented methods are commonly

explicitly modelling the similarities of users or items or merging them together [10].

The neighborhood-based method is prevalent used since it is easier and intuitive to

implement. However, although it can generate the approximately precise results, it

suffers the serious limitation of scalability with the rising magnitude of users and

items.

An alternative way of collaborative filtering is model-based method, which

trains the observed ratings to get a well-designed model. The unknown ratings

can be evaluated via the model instead of handling the original rating matrix. The

bayesian hierarchical model [11,12], clustering model [13], latent factor model

[7], are the well-known examples in collaborative filtering. Among them the

most widely used single model is matrix factorization (MF). The merit of MF

approach is its elasticity to append some fundamental extensions to the primary

model. MF techniques can be a potentially more effective method for the elu-

sive relation data, owing to their remarkable precisely and scalability. Koren et al.

did amount of relevance works as the guidance to the progress of development

[7].

The mainly challenge in CF is to effectively forecast the preferences of users. How-

ever, the traditional CF mainly focuses on building the user-item matrix, meanwhile a

wealth of items only rated by a small fraction of users. Therefore, leaving the majority

of user-item relations unknown, the issue currently referred to the cold-start problem

[14]. CF only settles the problem to a certain degree, but it cannot provide a com-

plete solution. So, more progressive methods have been developed to fuse auxiliary

information for the purpose of effectively providing the items with low popularity or

new arrivals. These approaches can facilitate the personalized item recommendation

performance.

CB techniques (also named “signal filtering”) [6,15] analyze the items content to

characterize its nature for depicting its profiles and establishing user-to-user or item-

to-item relationships. CB method attempts to enhance the quality of recommendations

exceed the capabilities of feedback-driven/purely rating RS. The most prominent issue

is to discover the specific description of items’ attribute in the CB field. The character

of the item data sets usually based on manual annotations by the domain experts, or

even levering the tags from the folksonomy [16] that depict the content of the items

brevity, [17] proposed that modern E-commerce platform contain review texts as items’
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feature expression patterns can resolve the scarce score case. Beyond that, [4,5] put

forward social network structure can also relieve the cold-start problem. In this paper,

we adopt the entities’ attribute feature which are more naturally and appropriate to

portray.

Clearly, CF and CB method are complement with each other because of they

typically deal with the same issue from different perspectives. Embedding user-

and item-oriented filtering and extra information can strengthen the performance of

RS framework. Several attributes similarity of user or item fusion algorithms and

hybridizations has been developed by [14]. They are major in excavating the depen-

dence of users’ and item’s characters and transitivity of feedback indirect neighbors

in the data sets. Based on this intuition, the similarity can capture the associate of new

user-item and complement the closest neighbors’ predict score.

Review that numbers of modified researches has been done to ameliorate the per-

formance of basic Matrix Factorization methods of recommender systems recently are

presumed that the attributes of item are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d),

and ignores the coupling relationships between items, which is not compatible with

the reality situation. And there is no much work has been done to fuse relation of item

attribute within model, inspired by the concept of coupled attribute value similarity

(CAVS). This paper concerns on approaches which centers on item-item similarity

predicts the ratings for an item on the ratings expressed by the user inclination for an

item of his or her ratings on the similar items.

3 Coupling Relationship Analysis

Most of similarity measuring method mainly depends on the historical rating score

which is usually insufficient or deals with the items of category attributes relationship

separately. The general used similarity metric is Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC)

Fig. 2 Item coupling relationship
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algorithm [18], which assumes there exists a linear relationship between the variables.

Actually, the relationship between attributes of items should be incorporated together

to measure the similarity.

In this section, to excavate the key concept of implicit relationship, we aim to

leverage information of categorical attributes to unveil CAVS. CAVS is composed of

both intra-coupled and inter-coupled value similarities, which can obtain the relatively

accurate relationship between items. The work in [19,20] presented a detailed analysis

as showed in Fig. 2.

3.1 Intra-coupled Attribute Value Similarity

The intra-coupled attribute value similarity (IaAVS) explores to combine two arbitrar-

ily items’ value concurrence frequency of an attribute to reflect the similarity. The Ia

AVS between attribute values ai j and ai ′ j of attribute A j is defined as follows,

δ I a
j (x, y) =

|g j (x)| · |g j (y)|

|g j (x)| + |g j (y)| + |g j (x)| · |g j (y)|
(1)

where, 1 � |g j (x)|, |g j (y)| � M, |g j (x)| and |g j (y)| are the size of subset of corre-

sponding attribute A j which having attribute values x and y, respectively.

3.2 Inter-coupled Attribute Value Similarity

The extra attention that CAVS get by the inter-coupled attribute value similarity

(IeAVS) captures the interaction between different attribute. The IeAVS between

attribute values x and y of attribute A j is defined as follows.

δ I e
j (x, y) =

N
∑

k=1,k �= j

γkδ j |k(x, y) (2)

where, γk is the weight of attribute Ak, γk ∈ [0, 1],
∑N

k=1,k �= j γk = 1. Since different

attributes usually have different importance, they cannot be assumed equal. In this

paper, we leverage entropy attribute weight assignment method, which applies the

relative objective indicators to the attributes.

Based on the exemplification, we employ Shannon Entropy to depict the attribute

weight. Since it is tough to gain credible subjective weights, the adoption of objective

weights is demanded. Among objective weighting estimation that immensely has been

used in Multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) domain is Shannon’s entropy concept

[21]. The notion of entropy is related to the quantity of information of a message as a

statistical measure. Shannon’s entropy concept is a general measure of uncertainty in

information formulated in terms of probability theory. Entropy weight is an argument

that accounts how much diverse alternatives approach one another with respect to a

certain criteria.
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Hence, this method is adaptive to be employed in our model as we will cope with

category attribute. The procedure of calculating entropy weight can be formulated as

follows.

pk =
|xk |

M
, i = 1, . . . , M, k = 1, . . . , N

where, |xk | is the size of attribute value equals to x with corresponding attribute k, pik

is the probability of the occurrence of the kth attribute in the attribute set, hk is the

entropy’s abbreviation of the kth attribute, computed as:

hk = −h0

N
∑

k=1

pk ln pk, i = 1, . . . , M

where, h0 is the entropy constant that equals to (ln M)−1, and pk lnpk is defined as 0

if pk = 0.

The dk = 1 − hk, k = 1, ..., N , is the degree of diversification.

The γk = dk
∑N

k=1 dk

, is the degree of magnitude of attribute k.

We compute the IeAVS of each two attribute value δ j |k (ai j , ai ′ j ), given by:

δ j |k(x, y) =
∑

w∈∩

min
{

Pk| j (w|x), Pk| j (w|y)
}

(3)

where, ∩ indicates the intersection set for attribute Ak with attribute A j of items

sharing attribute values ai j and ai ′ j . Pk| j (w|x) is the conditional probability of attribute

value w of attribute Akbased on the other attribute value x of attribute A j , which can

be computed by,

Pk| j (w|x) =
|gk(w) ∩ g j (x)|

|g j (x)|
(4)

Through the analysis of IaAVS and IeAVS, the CAVS between attribute values ai j

and ai ′ j of attribute A j can be computed as follows:

δA
j (x, y) = δ I a

j (x, y) ∗ δ I e
j (x, y) (5)

3.3 Item Coupling

Based on the coupled item similarity (CIS) between item oi and o j derived by the

IaAVS δ I a
j (ai j , ai ′ j ) and Inter-coupled Attribute Value Similarity δ I e

j (ai j , ai ′ j ), the

CIS between two items oi and o j can be defined as:

C I S(oi , o j ) =

N
∑

j=1

δA
j (x, y) (6)
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Here, the IaAVS within an attribute and IeAVS among different attributes are mixed

together to capture the CAVS of items. Employing the item coupling similarity, we

can develop our coupling item-based MF model.

4 Neighborhood-based MF Model

In this part, we have a brief introduction of the basic MF model. And then we import

the improved coupling item-based MF model. Our algorithm is based on the Neighbor-

Integrated Matrix Factorization technique introduced by [17].

4.1 The Basic Matrix Factorization

The basic ideal of MF approach is to decompose the scarcity of user-item matrix

into a joint latent factor space of a low dimensionality f , and aims at utilizing the

inner product of factorized user-specific and item-specific vectors to make further

predictions in that space.

Given an M × N rating matrix. E = {rui } represents M users’ ratings on N items,

the character of user u is depicted by the vector pu ∈ R f , which is used to gauge the

affinity of the corresponding latent factors, and each item i with an item-factors vector

qi ∈ R f , which is used to measure the relevance of corresponding latent factors, the

matrix Rf captures the most major features of the data message, where f << min

(M, N). The missing entries are obtained by multiplying the user-item feature-vector

pairs correspondingly, e.g. r̂ui ≈ pT
u qi . A greater inner product between a user feature

vector and an item feature vector represent their tendency. The regularized squared

loss is frequently used error function [4,7].

The approximation is performed by minimizing the regularized cost function on

the observed rating data [21]:

L(p, q) = min
p∗,q∗

1

2

∑

(u,i)∈E

Iui (rui − pT
u qi )

2 +
λp

2
||pu ||2F +

λq

2
||qi ||

2
F (7)

The set E contains the (u, i) pairs of which rui is actual rating value. Where Iui is

the indicator function that is equal to 1 if the vectors of items rated by user u and equal

0 otherwise, || · || denotes the Frobenius norm, the two regularization parameters λp,

λq > 0. Gradient based function is able to find a local minimum. The regularizing
λp

2
||pu ||2F +

λq

2
||qi || term need to penalize the magnitudes of the parameters avoids

over-fitting [3].

The traditional matrix factorization technique is context unaware method since it

is primarily concentrate on the known entries, especially, the rating information is

usually sparse, which suffers from poor scalability. Hence this approach is insensitive

to seize a subgroup of items or users relatively similar. The overall structure will result

in information loss problem.

In next section we represent some suitable variant of MF technique which improve

the quality of recommendation significantly.
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4.2 The Coupling Item-based Matrix Factorization

In this subsection, we propose our approach which leverages Coupled Attribute

Value Similarity between items with the classic matrix factorization model for

recommendation. It should be pointed out, although there are some differences

between items, normalizing the neighbors of certain item can share similar prop-

erty from some aspects which reflect the propagation of item’s trait. Namely, the

item latent feature vector qi and its neighbor feature vector tend to be resem-

bled in the corresponding space. On top of this observation, we encapsulate

the whole structure and partial information which uncover the prediction model

holistically.

We have a symmetry similarity value matrix, where nodes are calculated by using

CAVS [19,20]. Suppose Wi j is the weight of each neighbor of item i , it then can be

represented by the normalized similarity as follows:

Wi j =
C I S(oi , o j )

∑

j∈τ(i) C I S(oi , o j )
(8)

We acquire the predicted score Rui by assembling the feature vector derived from

the item’ own and the others are derived from their analogical neighbors in a certain

degree:

rui ≈ r̂ui = αpT
u qi + (1 − α)

∑

j∈τ(i)

Wi j pT
u q j (9)

where, parameter α balances the influences between latent feature vector qi and its

neighbors’ latent feature vector on estimated score. The parameter α implies the degree

of item’s dependency on themselves and their neighborhoods, τ(i) is the Top-K similar

items of item oi .

In this work, to avoid estimating the prediction beyond the limit of the reason-

able scope, we map the original rating Rui to the interval [0,1] by utilizing the

function f (x) = x/Rmax . Here, Rmax denotes the maximum of rating scale. We

employ the logistic function g(x) = 1/(1+exp(−x)) proposed by [11], which makes

it possible to bound the range of predictions within [0,1]. We apply our method

in an item-oriented manner and such method can give a good explanation about

their recommendations according to CAVS. This model is trained by the following

optimization,

L(p, q) = min
p∗,q∗

1

2

∑

(u,i)∈E

Iui

(

Rui − g
(

αpT
u qi + (1 − α)

∑

j∈τ(i)

Wi j pT
u q j

))2

+
λp

2
||pu ||2F +

λq

2
||qi ||

2
F (10)

An optimal solution of the convex problem can be obtained by least square solvers.

With gradient decent, each desired parameter pu , qi is obtained by the local mini-
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mum of the objective function to find the steepest descent direction for estimate the

parameters’ regional derivative respectively [6]:

∂L

∂pu

=

n
∑

i=1

Iui g
′
(

αpT
u qi + (1 − α)

∑

j∈τ(i)

Wi j pT
u q j

)

×

⎛

⎝g

⎛

⎝αpT
u qi + (1 − α)

∑

j∈τ(i)

Wi j pT
u q j

⎞

⎠ − rui

⎞

⎠

×

⎛

⎝αqi + (1 − α)
∑

j∈τ(i)

Wi j q j

⎞

⎠ + λp pu, (11)

∂L

∂qi

= α

m
∑

u=1

Iui g
′

⎛

⎝αpT
u qi + (1 − α)

∑

j∈τ(i)

Wi j pT
u q j

⎞

⎠ pu

×

⎛

⎝g

⎛

⎝αpT
u qi + (1 − α)

∑

j∈τ(i)

Wi j pT
u q j

⎞

⎠ − rui

⎞

⎠

+ (1 − α)
∑

k∈N (i)

m
∑

u=1

Iuk g′

⎛

⎝αpT
u qk + (1 − α)

∑

j∈τ(k)

Wk j pT
u q j

⎞

⎠

×

⎛

⎝g

⎛

⎝αpT
u qk + (1 − α)

∑

j∈τ(k)

Wk j pT
u q j

⎞

⎠ − ruk

⎞

⎠ Wki pu + λqqi ,(12)

where, g′(x) = exp(x)/(1 + exp(−x))2 is the derivative of logistic function of g(x).

N (i) is all the items of which the k most similar neighbors of item oi .

The corresponding latent factors are updated in the direction opposite to the gradient

proportionally, so the learning process is reformulated as follows:

p(i ter+1)
u ← p(i ter)

u − η
∂L

∂p
(k)
u

(13)

q
(k+1)
i ← q

(k)
i − η

∂L

∂q
(k)
i

(14)
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5 Experiments

In this section, we aim to verify the accuracy of the proposed coupling item-base

matrix factorization method (CISMF). We utilize a fivefold cross-validation method

for training and testing. We randomly sample each data set into five folds and pick four

of them served as the training set. The rest are served as the test set for each iteration.

5.1 Experiments Settings

5.1.1 Data Set

Experiments are deployed on two public published collaborative filtering datasets,

MovieLens 100k (ML-100k) and MovieLens 1M (ML-1M). These two datasets are

offered by the GroupLens research group in the Department of Computer Science and

Engineering at the University of Minnesota, and are broadly adopted in the current

researches.

ML-100k consisting of 100,000 ratings (1–5) derived from 943 users on 1682

movies, ML-1M offer 1 million ratings voted by 6040 users on 3900 movies. Specially,

in both of the datasets all the users have rated at least 20 movies, the sparsity of the
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datasets are 0.9369 and 0.9553. Apart from the historical score, it also supplies extra

information about movies’ attributes, containing movie genre and release year, so it

is extraordinary meaningful to item-oriented recommendations.

5.1.2 Evaluation Metrics

We use mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean squared error (RMSE) metrics to

estimate the quality of our proposed algorithms. The metric MAE and RMSE are

defined as follows, respectively.

M AE =

∑

(u,i)∈rtest

|rui − r̂ui |

|rtest |
, RM SE =

√

√

√

√

√

∑

(u,i)∈rtest

(rui − r̂ui )
2

|rtest |

where, rui is the real rating, r̂ui is the predicted rating given by user u on item i and rtest

is the number of all user-item pairs in the test set. Smaller MAE or RMSE represents

superior prediction accuracy.

5.2 Comparison with Other Method

To show the prediction accuracy of our method, we consider the following three

representative approaches as comparison partners.

A. RSVD: regularization singular value decomposition is introduced in [22], which

is a classic baseline model.

B. NMF: non-negative matrix factorization is represented by [23], which restrict the

latent feature non-negative update during the learning process.

C. PMF: probabilistic matrix factorization is proposed by [11]. It is a well-known

method used in traditional recommender systems.

D. BPMF: Bayesian Probabilistic Matrix Factorization is proposed by [12], the

method efficiently employs Markov chain Monte Carlo methods.

The parameter settings of our method are α = 0.6, Top-k = 10, λp = λq = 0.001,

and d = 5 in the experiments. As Table 1 reported, it summarizes the results on testing

data that we can see our results in the last column outperform the other Methods on

two commonly used data sets. The bigger size of dimension may bring more noise

into the model during learning procedure. The improvements are significant, which

Table 1 Results of comparative study on the MovieLens datasets

Metrics Movielens100K Movielens1M

RSVD NMF PMF BPMF CISMF RSVD NMF PMF BPMF CISMF

MAE 0.7433 0.7724 0.7522 0.7465 0.7279 0.6885 0.7286 0.7306 0.7023 0.6814

RMSE 0.9473 0.9874 0.9667 0.9533 0.9268 0.8670 0.9203 0.9234 0.8907 0.8592
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Fig. 3 Comparison on different items. a MovieLens100K b MovieLens1M

reveals promising orientation of recommendations. In the following we explore the

other aspect factors in more detail and we only display the performance in MAE.

5.3 Validation on Cold Start Items

The main central issue of the recommender systems area is cold-start problem, very

few approach investigates the few item ratings. In this paper, we compare our method

with other methods comprehensively. The number distribution of items are divided

into 7 groups: “=0”, “1–10”, “11–20”, “21–40”, “41–80”, “81–160” and “>160”,

implying the items have received how many ratings.

Figure 3 demonstrates the quantitative results for items presented with respect to

different categories. As shown in the figures, CISMF achieves the best results, which

indicates that the survey of considering the coupling relationship is effective.

5.4 Validation of Parameter

The parameter α controls the influence of the items themselves and their neighbors

should be merged into the predicted rating. We explore the varying tendency of our

proposed approach by adjusting the value α from 0 to 1. Let us consider the extreme

condition, α = 1 means we only mine the rating matrix, making it equals to RSVD [9],

whereas α = 0 implies we predict the rating not rely on itself instead of its neighbors

to get the prediction.

From Fig. 4, we can see that the performance of fusing similar neighborhoods via

CISMF are provided when α changes. It performed optimal value at α = 0.5 on

MovieLens 100K and α = 0.6 on MovieLens 1M, respectively. It suggests that the

neighbors’ feature is valuable for our model.

5.5 Validation of Size of Neighborhood

The size of Top-k determines the number of similar items as well as affects the model

performance. We investigate the size in range of 10–50 and 10–100 with the interval 10,

20, we set the parameter α = 0.5 and α = 0.6 in MovieLens100K and MovieLens1M,

prescriptively.
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Figure 5a shows that the impact of size of neighborhood on MAE in Movie-

Lens100K. From the figure, we can observe the deviation reach the minimum value

happens for Top-k = 10, along with the value of Top-k increasing in range of 10 to 50,

the MAE slightly rise. As Fig. 5b reflected, the influence of size of neighborhood on

MAE in MovieLens1M. Values of Top-k lie in the range of 20–100 with step size of 20,

the MAE values does not behave evident fluctuation begin with Top-k = 40. Through

our analysis, it can be manifested that too few neighbors may not provide enough infor-

mation while too many neighbors may bring some uncorrelated information, both of

them can result the decrease of accuracy.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed the issues of cold start problem for new and receive

few ratings’ items which is not well studied. In terms of the intuition that items’

attribute information can boost the accuracy of prediction, we have employed a novel

coupling similarity measure fusing into matrix factorization for recommender system.

According to our analysis and experiments, we capture coupling relationship serves

as better information providers for similar items.
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In the future research, we will collect more dataset with correlative attributes and

use it to enhance our algorithm. Meanwhile, the cold-start user we haven’t consider in

this paper, it is intriguing us to consider rich social relationship in the recommendation

framework, and besides, we plan to further investigate the new algorithm.
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